Abstract. Brodsky's coding method for propositional logic is considered in the paper.
Introduction
Sequent calculi are comparatively convenient means for proof search of sequents/formulas. For example, in the case of propositional logic, it suffices to apply derivation rules in the bottom-up way to sequents in order to check whether the root sequent is derivable. The process is finite and each time the same, routine: determine the outermost symbol and apply the corresponding derivation rule. However, the proof search using sequent calculi has a drawback, it lacks compactness. A proof-search tree may grow very large after several steps. One can use the sequent calculus LK 0 (see further) and be convinced that any maximal backward proof-search tree with the sequent
at the root, where the letters denote atomic formulas, has 64 branches. An application of a derivation rule in the bottom-up direction involves duplication of all the conclusion formulas, except that the outermost logical sign of the principal formula disappear above the line, and non-principal formulas are duplicated twice in the case of a two-premise rule.
An interesting solution to the backward proof-search tree expansion problem is given in [3] . The authors present Brodsky's coding method based on the sequent calculus. Instead of constructing a proof-search tree, the considered sequent is coded. The coding enables us to determine whether the sequent is derivable in the sequent calculus the coding method is based on.
The principles of Brodsky's coding method were first presented in [2] . In [3] , the coding method is described for propositional and monadic logics. Some modification and complementation of [3] for propositional logic is in [1] .
The present paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall the material of [1] , except Section 2.3 which is new. In Section 3, we define p-closed code tables 
Brodsky's coding method for propositional logic
The coding method for propositional logic is based on the Gentzen type propositional sequent calculus LK 0 without structural rules. It can be found in, e.g., [1] . A sequent of the shape F → or → F , where F is a formula, is called basic. In the paper, we consider coding of the basic sequents.
Any sequent
is equivalent to the basic sequent
(if m = 0 or n = 0, then the sequent is equivalent to the basic sequents
A proof-search tree, no leaf of which contains logical signs, is called completely expanded.
Given a basic sequent S, let us consider a completely expanded LK 0 backward proof-search tree V with S at the root. Using the coding method, we want to obtain all the leaves of V without constructing the tree itself. We divide the coding of the basic sequent S into three stages:
1. At some point in the course of a backward proof-search tree construction, each atom E in S appears as a separate formula in the antecedent or succedent of a sequent. Also, each logical sign σ becomes outermost. Determine where E as a separate formula and σ as the outermost logical sign will occur, in the antecedent or succedent. Also, determine the number of premises of the LK 0 rule the principal formula of which has the outermost logical sign σ.
2. Determine the number of branches in V .
3. Distribute each atom E in S to the leaves of V .
The coding allows us to imitate in a compact way the process of proof-search tree construction. Now we present each stage in detail.
Stage 1
The following coding table is used in this stage, where E is an atomic formula; A and B are arbitrary formulas; '−' and '+' stand for one and two premise rules, respectively; 's' and 'a' stand for 'succedent' and 'antecedent', respectively. See [1] for more information.
Stage 2
The number of branches of V is determined as follows. Write 1 above each atom; write "+" above a logical sign coded by "+", and "×" above a logical sign coded by "−", but ignore ¬. Parenthesize the obtained expression according to the basic sequent, until the order of arithmetic operations application becomes clear. The details can be found in [1] .
Stage 3
The distribution of atoms to leaves is performed by constructing a table of codes from which we obtain all the leaves of V .
The construction of the table is explained by coding the sequent
where the letters denote atomic formulas. First, we perform Stage 1 and 2 coding:
The arithmetical expression containing only one sort of arithmetical operations is called ground. We replace each number in the top row by the atom with its 'a', 's' code beneath the number and obtain:
We drop the parentheses from each ground expression, leaving only the outer pair:
This expression is called the principal arithmetical expression. We place each subexpression (E θ1 1 σ . . . σE θn n ), where θ i ∈ {a, s} and σ = + | ·, into a column and draw under-lines which replace the relevant parentheses:
The sign '+' expresses the fact that the atoms, joined by it, are on different leaves:
We have dropped '+' in the first column and put ' * ' under the appropriate atoms to indicate the fact that the atoms are present on the corresponding leaves. The sign '·' in a column indicates that the propositional symbols, joined with '·', are on the same leaf. We drop '·' between E s and G a and get the table: The sign "·" between columns indicates that the distribution of propositional symbols to leaves is obtained by taking all the variants: one non-empty row from one column and one non-empty row from the other column. These variants for the above table are:
(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) (4, 1)
We merge the first and second columns and get the following table:
We say that, e.g., D s occurs in the fourth row of the first column or in the cell (1, 4) of the table.
Finally, we merge the first and second columns of this table and obtain the table: 
The corresponding leaves are: 
p-Closed tables
The expression E θ , where E is an atomic formula and θ ∈ {a, s}, is called a marked atom.
A pair (E θ , E η ) of marked atoms, where θ = η, is called a contradictory pair. A completely marked code table T , consisting of n 1 columns with '·' between any two of them, is called an analytic Proof. The proof follows from Lemma 1.
Concluding remarks
In the present paper, Brodsky's coding method for propositional logic is considered. It allows us to determine whether a sequent is derivable in the corresponding sequent calculus, using the analysis of the sequent by means of the code tables without generating proof-search trees. This is a purely syntactic method, based on the corresponding sequent calculus and the analysis of the paths of code tables, covered by contradictory pairs. We have defined the conditions under which the code table is p-closed and proved that a sequent is derivable in LK 0 , iff the corresponding code table is p-closed.
It would be interesting to consider Brodsky's coding method for modal and nonclassical logics.
